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nor
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a set of
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between
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[Teitleman72].

integrated,

the

need
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provides

the

well integrated
unpleasantly

surprised

in which

it was invoked.

way to experiment
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after the operation(s)

feature (as shown by its popularity
781 environment).

it, and defining the rules of consistency which it
they have all

We must ask their permission for

the notion

of an active object
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accessing)

If

an object that we

is performed directly.

However, an

and

translated to) a request to the owner of that object which can
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be

enables
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manipulation

or refused.

owners

to

and

For all
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define

external

boundaries,
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those rights.

programmed

on a local object-by-object
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access

rights that allow others to manipulate

without respect to environment

and

objects

as long as they

Privacy and/or

access can be

basis and can be

both state and requestor dependent.

which can be invoked

to be undone, is a crucial

we can do as we please - accessing any object,

manipulating

own, then the manipulation

unfamiliar

simply just to see the effects of some course of action.
these reasons, an undo mechanism

Within our own

attempt to manipulate someone else’s object is treated as (i.e.

users need a

about

environment,

we are manipulating

or the

services, to debug their own additions to the environment,

from those within our own.

or just

is, we will occasionally

at the effect of an operation,

else’s

agent) and a (passive) object owned by that intermediary.

for an

no matter how consistent

the environment

Our rights and
someone

[Kay74, Hewitt771 into an active intermediary

feature - the ability to undo operations

Second,

within

environment

We do this by dividing

increase.

There are three reasons why such a capability

plain carelessness.

different

anything within their environment.

and

First, we are faliable - from lack of forthought

very

the rights and privileges.

for such

basis

issue must be addressed.

are

must obey. Within someone else’s environment,

the basis for its

evolvable,

also

of our

To the extent that we are

environment,

behavior based understanding

[Teitleman

Inter-user

interactions).

has to be suppressed

One remaining

how an object reached

its current state and who was responsible

convenient

objects,

they are the

interactions.

The recorded history would include attribution

situation

persistent

(though

no less powerful

Objects need to be accessed,

power

of

mechanism

inter-user

require

across environment

extensibility

They must

than those needed within a single environment.

of a recorded history (as an object in the environment) the full
and

But our future

of other users and with various

As was the case when we considered

But tool and service understandability

and

shared services.

applicability.

is crucial.

environment.

cannot be self-contained.

interact with the environments

We believe it has much wider

automation,

These four freedoms resolve the major difficulties

applied, the understandability
This paradigm

has so far proposed

coordination,

habitability

and use in the Interlisp

Such a facility can be easily

constructed from the recorded history.
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these

same views

services.

Beyond Freedoms:

mechanism
examines

two other capabilities
environment
habitabilty

service

of the environment.
environment
These

including

object

set of

manipulations

objects,

manipulations

include

object

display

external

to the services, which

the effects and determines

what to display based

what is currently

various

Since the main activity in any

applicable

can be created,

not only on these effects, but also the current user context

and improve the

is building and manipulating

‘such a set of widely
essential.

creation

First is a comprehensive

general object manipulations.
computing

freedoms described above,

must be available within the computing

to simplify

the effects of

are recorded in the history, a much more sophisticated

General Support
In addition to the specification

can be used to display

In fact, since all the effects of a service invocation

displayed

user declarations

of

display

their scope will be

effects) from service definitions,

service

(since the class of object types is not fixed), instantiation

By

and output (how to

manipulation

definition

preference.

removing both input (service invocation)
reduced to a kernel consisting

is

on the screen and on

personal

of only the functional

effects of the service.

creation

while

powerful comprehensive

object

This will greatly simplify

simultaneously

providing

a more

user interface.

(since the set of objects of each type is not fixed), examination
(often called browsing
and destruction.
employed

in interactive

To the extent that traditional

idiosyncratic

providing

versions

a comprehensive

manipulations
improving

consistency

and

consider

This computing

capabilities,
object

(and

has not been implemented.

hence

We have proposed

quite an ambitious set of freedoms to

of such a

resolve the difficulties

mail service.

The only

so complex and hard to use.

that have made current environments
Each of these freedoms (and

portions of this service which must be specially built are the

their

definition

mechanisms to keep the environment

of the object message and the mail service specific

operations

of sending

a completed

copy to each of its addressee
message

(partially

message (transferring

attributes)

constructing

addressees and the beginning

a

and answering

message

with

associated with a mail service such as comparing
examining
deleting

them, editing

them, etc., are provided through

manipulation
reductions

capabilities
in the scope

of service

the

second

additional

computing

environment

previously

discussed

Objects

is a suitable

object

and manipulate

invocation”

in

objects

by this interface,
which

invokes

By defining

specified objects (parameters),
as a “command interpreter”

named

of views will already

base

for rapid access. This means that

interface

responsible

to determine

indices.

data base technology

Intelligence

techniques

exists as code,

must be responsive to

Thus, it requires combining
handling

indexed data bases with programming

a service on

object

and evolution will occur in the existing

code, it must also be adaptive.

displayed, and

all

which indices are (most)

Yet, since the environment

traditional

for

Since much of the environment

direct user interaction,

large statically-

language and Artificial

for smaller dynamically

indexed data

bases.

on the

then this interface can be used

to specify the parameters needed

Such

a technology

descriptive

references

would

directly

support

(data base)

interface

both

the

realizing the search freedom, and the

demon firing patterns realizing the automation

be needed for user browsing,
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As

for some service and to invoke it. In addition, since a wide
variety

a

needed.

a “service

service

via, arbitrary

must also update the appropriate

the

(mappings) used to

and by defining
the

updates

manipulation.

freedom, the

as an object, it can be instantiated,

manipulated
such

objects.

in, and be accessed

Modularity concerns imply all such updating be encapsulated

greatly

user interface.

under the coordination

and compilation

Clearly, some set of internal inversion indices must

be selected and maintained

them,

within

responsive ( and hence

set of mechanisms

can participate

relations.

Clearly, such

required

user interface will be a set of perspectives
display

Yet the

it can be analyzed

capability

efficient

First and foremost, there is the issue of associative access.

facilitate the creation of new services.
The

into

techniques is relatively small and, we think, manageable.

messages,

implementation

compiled

a

the general object

of the environment.

be

useable).

normally

them, filing them, retrieving

combinations)must

a

of the body (“In reply to your

message of...“) filled in). All of the other capabilities

It

design phase. We consider here the

basis for our eventual implementation.

effort while

coherency

environment

is still in the conceptual

As an example

an electronic

Basis

services have

these

set of widely applicable

of the environment.

reduction

of

will reduce service implementation

the

habitability)

Implementation

systems), modification,

it imposes

freedom. The

makes the addition

Of
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automatic

history

recording

(required

freedom) and the active intermediary
(required

for

straightforward.

the

inter-user

Each

of these

separate efficiency requirements,
and

for the

interaction
latter

[Balzer69, Teitelman78,

Again, suitable

detailed conceptual

the

mapping

on that language can

of such analysis.

is crucially

dependent

AS the
upon the

restrict the design to minimize the need, and gradually relax

technology

these restrictions as the technology

seems

comes into existence.

Conclusion

Only one freedom,

coordination,

remains

unaddressed.

Since this freedom is realized in terms of explicit mappings
which define the coordination,
obtain updated views,

We have examined

it is trivial to apply them to

Unfortunately,

in the areas of integration
based computing

does not yet exist.

subsystem

needed

implementation

technology
problem.

poses

second

It is relatively

which changes could possibly affect a view.
undecidable)

It is much more

and shared.
programming
together.

before further obsolescence,
Since many of these computing
personal

machines,

this

evaluation,

time to recalculate

environments

lazy evaluation

are planned for

The

become

mechanism

Third,

while,

restrictions

in

construct)

in

general,

the

back-mappings

are

the

mapping

language,

they

could

even handling obsolescence

evaluation

problem.

appropriately

Once a view has been calculated,

should be dealt with incrementally,
incremental

still leaves a

Minimizing the frequency

Since

views

will

of view

most updates

rather than recalculated
be quite

pervasive,

an

update facility will have a major effect on the

responsiveness

of the environment.
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language
structurally

objects can be defined

of control

structures

in the

basis is adequate

habitability

too
task.

problems.

low level (detailed)

The
for the

Rather than describing

what to

solution
language

language.

is to
with

augment
higher

Each such construct

the

level

computing
specificafion

represents a freedom that

and a responsibility

the system must accept to
of the construct

to keep

responsive.

1. Search - the ability to locate objects via descriptive
reference.
2. Coordination - the ability to state the consistency
criteria among objects and to have it maintained as any
of them are changhed.
3. Automation - the ability to define the autonomous
response to specified situations so that the user need
not remain in the loop for repetitive operations.
4. Evolution - the ability to modify and extend existing
services through increased
perspecuity
of those
services and their behavior.
5. Inter-User Interaction - the ability to determine how
others will be allowed to access your objects, as they
determine.

be

does not mitigate the cost of each such view

from scratch.

causes

environment

the environment

many of them are not, and given suitable

Finally, and most importantly,

calculation.

Arbitrary

provide an efficient implementation

and lazy/opportunistic
recalculation

They appear

users can enjoy (because they no longer have to program the

either a-prior or adaptive

automatically generated.

major efficiency

it

are simply

obvious

constructs.

would be required.

underdetermined,

to

language can be used to tie tools and services

environment

utilizing any otherwise wasted wait

not yet required obsoleted views. Clearly

some sort of priority

appear

for programming

environments.

are dealing with a programming

is avoided.

should

or in-core)

at the
channel

do, user must program how to do it, precisely because they

or not referenced

needless compution

real

is very different

The full range

integration

computing

To the extent

communication

While this programming-language

mechanisms

can be delayed until the view is

that obsoleted views are never referenced,

opportunistic

for

a view as soon as it is

actually needed (Lazy evaluation [Friedman76]).

(whether

Operating system

must be integrated

narrow

ideal for tight integration.

which

undetected, views are needlessly obsoleted.

obsoleted, this computation

and

preclude tight integration.

based computing

actually do affect the view. To the extent that this difference is

Second, rather than recomputing

environments

and habitability.

The

via files

The situation

determine

to determine

computing

environments

level.

fundamentally

First,

when an existing view is

simple to syntactically

(and in general

imposed

major

It must address four issues.

there is the question of determining
obsolete.

the

current

tried to understand the causes for their limitations, particulatly

much more than simply

applying the mappings is required, and the needed technology

difficult

of

design, our general strategy iS to suitably

adequate.

This

analysis

restrictions

amount of such technology

has

but they are relatively minor

Kay74 Rashid80, Nelson811

sophisticated

have large effects on the feasibility

freedom)

two facilities

requires

language.

that owns remote objects

existing

the

facility

evolution

such a
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We have no doubt that such freedoms,
comprehensive
interface

set of general object manipulations

capabilities,

and markedly
environments.

will greatly

improve

first

is

an

facilitate

the habitability

These

efficient mechanisms.
The

freedoms

This will require integration

developed

in the

artificial intelligence
detection,

underlying
reach

support

environments
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evaluation,

and most importantly

similar conclusions

computing
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The open question
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entity-relationship

programming
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